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COMING

By ART CARFAGNI
main topics of dis
at the famous Yalta Big
•~hree Conference was the final
settlement of the long disputed
polish situation.
0ne

of the

FINAL
EDITION
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Draper and Adler
Coming in March
Talented Companions Coming
To High School Auditorium

cussion

_
,
i A
—
Coming
Saturday
evening
March 3rd to the Stockton High JUNIOR COLLEGE
School auditorium, is another
worth while attraction of the LISTS TENTATIVE
Stockton Music Series, those tal
ented companions of the stage, FEB. GRADS
Paul Draper, tap dancer supreme
Stockton Junior College tenta
and Larry Adler, master of the
tive list of graduates for March
harmonica. The New Yorker
1945 include the following: Meda
claims "their show is a wow."
Aden, Marianne Ahearn, Mary
LARRY ADLER
PAUL DRAPER
The duo made their first joint
Allmen, Olga Billiones, Dorothy
appearance in Chicago in 1940
Boggs, Helen Boren, Marilynne
and since then they have sky
Burger, Elton Burstahler, Char
Dr. McGiffert Will
ATTENTION!
rocketed to fame by catching the lotte Caldwell, LaVerne Carpen
The position of Editor and public eye and interest. Their ter, Dorothy Coleman, Jean ComBe Chapel Speaker
Business Manager of the PA show is original and imaginative. artin, Carolyn Cruickshank, Mary
Next Tuesday
CIFIC WEEKLY are now open
Dagg, Margery DeWitt, Maria
FROM THE PRESS
for applications.
Virtuosity,
versatility,
and Dickinson, Betty Eller, JacqueTurn in applications to the verve were all over the place— lyn Fenno, Carl Fischer (V-12),
Dr. Arthur Cushman McGif
Weekly
office.
fert,
Jr.,
president
of
the
Pacific
GOOD SOLUTION
a capacity audience on hand—a Myrita Fleming, Dorisedna ForsBeverly
To many in Britain and in the School of Religion in Berkeley,
highly interesting and original lund, Jackie Geyer,
U. S. this was a good solution will be the chapel speaker next Expanded Summer
performance.—Philadelphia, Pa., Goodale, Barbara Goodwin, Mar
of a ticklish problem, and it too Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 12:55 p. m.
Inquirer. The program was a re ian Hansen, Marie Hansen, Anita
afforded considerable salvation of The speaker is recognized as one Program Offered
freshing change from concert Harris, Dorothy Hartman, Robert
prestige for the Western Powers, of America's outstanding schol
routine—original, witty, ingra Higgs (V-12), Ernest Jackson,
Students
tiating, and satisfying. The two Frank Jeans, Lisa Kassel, Alvin
as it was obvious that the USSR ars, having written authoritative To
(V-12),
artists provided superlative enter Kolb, George Lineer
was to get many wide concessions ly in the field of church history.
Plans for an expanded program tainment. — New Orleans, La., Catherine Lobrovich, Josephine
He is president-elect of Chicago
from Poland.
Theological School which places of studies, which will enable col Times-Picayune. They perform Lopez, Janice McCaffrey, Bar
NO! !
him among the outstanding reli lege students to earn twelve units ed to a packed, standing-room- bara Merrell, Sanford Moberly,
of work in ten weeks, or six units
However, on Tuesday comes gious educators of the country.
Jackie Newcomb, Jimmie Ostran(Continued on page 3)
of work in five weeks, have been
the news that the London gov
der, Dorothy Persell, Ruth PinThe theme for Dr. McGiffert's announced by Dr. J. Marc Jantkerton, Marie Rhein, Mary Rob
ernment flatly refuses to abide
erts, Jackie Robinson, Patricia
by the "suggestions" put forth address is "What is Protestan zen, dean of the Summer Session. TEN STUDENTS
Two special features are to be
Rodegerdts, Bette Schultz, Alice
by the three suggestors, and an tism?" Music for the chapel
TO BE TEACHERS Seaman, Anita Somers, Norman
nounced that it would not cede service will be furnished by A, offered. One is a speech cliniclaboratry, where the Speech De NEXT SEMESTER Sprague, Dorothy Thompson,
Polish territory or talk of any Cappella Choir.
Norma Vignolo, Helen Ward,
partment will offer summer
type of settlement while troops
school students an opportunity of
Ten students are completing all Lois Watson, Joan Welton, and
of the USSR remained on Polish
observation as well as actual par the requirements for a teaching Helena Woefel.
territory. Continuing, the* exile
ticipation in learning corrective credential at the close of the pres
government charged the confer
speech techniques, in addition to ent term, according to word from
ees with a breach of faith, and
courses in theatre, in radio and Dean Jantzen of the School of
said that the agreement was not
in public speaking. The other is Education. Five students will
in keeping with the principle of
the Atlantic Charter, which by
Pre-registration for the Junior a workshop in elementary curri- receive the General Elementary
the way was given a pat on the College ended officially last Tues culutn, though this will be offer Credential. These are Maxine
tack at Yalta. Furthermore, the day, February 14. The new term ed during the first five weeks Barks, Verle Goble, Anita Perry
Reed, Lois Swift, and Martha
London regime declared itself will begin March 5. Within three only.
Courses will be given in such Zeff. The following four will re
'he only recognized Polish gov weeks after this time, on March
Due to the fact that approxi
ernment—disregarding the Lub 23, students may add courses to fields as art, Bible, education, ceive the General Secondary Cre
mately
fifty Junior College grad
English, history, music, philoso dential: Eleanor Bertuleit, Bettylin group.
their program.
uates have not as yet made ap
gene
Otto,
Dorothy
Thompson,
phy, physical education, political
Now this throws a diplomatic
A person may drop any given science, psychology, speech, and and Edward D. Wood. Patricia pointments for graduate pictures,
monkey wrench into the whole
the time has been extended. Stu
Proceedings, as what was thought course within six weeks after zoology, and will meet the needs Ellerson will receive a Special dents expecting to graduate in
t° be a settled question, again the semester haS begun. If after to fulfill partial requirements for Secondary Credential in Home- either March or July, either from
"ares up as a possible ground the six week period he still wants the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor making.
Junior College or from College
for a new Big Three disagree to drop, he may get a withdrawal of Music degrees; Master of Arts
Dean Jantzen emphasizes that
of the Pacific, must make an ap
ment. However, the solution will only if he has a passing grade. and Master of Music degrees; ele teaching is essential war work, pointment on Monday and Tues
If
the
student
is
receiving
an
and
any
student
interested
in
mentary teaching credentials;
Probably come fast and be sim
day afternoon of next week. The
ple, that is from the Russian out "F" then an "F" will be record secondary teaching credentials; working with young people should place is the bond booth in the
the
opportunities
dential; secondary administration investigate
look. The thing to watch for will ed.
Administration Building, and the
that teaching provides. A recent
. ®n announcement from Wash
If it is necessary to petition out credential, and the special super
hours are from 1 to 4:45. ^ The
survey shows that the teacher
ington and London that if the of a class, slips may be obtained visory credential.
price for two proofs is $1.25.
shortage in the elementary
The
first
five-week
session
will
exile government remains adam- in the registrars office.
The
Advance sales will continue all
schools of California is currently
ant and does not enter into the
instructors' signatures must be start June 25 and end July 27.
next week at the same hours, 1
estimated
at
more
than
3000
sPirit of things, they will have
obtained as well as that of the The second will start July 30 and
teachers and in the secondary to 4:45. The price for a Naranwithdraw recognition and in counselor. Then the slip must end August 31.
jado with a P.S.A. card for the
affoct let
Russia have a freer be taken to the registrars office
The Summer School Bulletin, schools at more than 1600. Stu first semester is $4.00; second
dents
interested
in
going
into
if that is possible. So the for approval.
giving complete information of
semester, $3.00; third semester,
most probable thing is that after
staff members and course offer teaching should see Dean Jant $2.00. The price without a P.S.A.
zen
in
Room
103
in
the
Adminis
a series of discussions, the LonIndividual information may be ings, will be published during
card is $6.50.
tration Building.
°n regime will be brought about obtained from Mr. Windmiller, March or April.
the registrar.
(Continued on page 3)
Cl'RZON LINE
At this time, the three men de
cided that Russia should get all
of the territory up to the Curzon
yne, a boundary marked off by
the British foreign minister of
that name in 1920. For this loss
of land, Poland would get parts
of East Prussia and of East Ger
many, at least up to the Oder
River.
As for the government, it
would be composed of the more
"democratic" elements of both
the Warsaw, formerly the Lub
lin Committee, and the London
Government-in-exile. Too, mone
tary reparations were promised to
the new Poland.

C.O.P.

Attention!
J. C. Students

•hta

J. C. Graduates
Must Have Fotos
Taken Feb. 19-20
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THAT'S LIFE
The Hall was more noisy than
ever and every doorway was jam
med with suitcases, checkered
laundry bags, trunks, and tennis
rackets. As June made her way
through the mess she shouted
good-byes through the open doors
of her friends' rooms. "Bye
Sue, take good care of my black
hat, Mom would kill me if she
knew I loaned it." "See you in
a week Max. Have a good time
in the city, and p-l-e-a-s-e try to
find those art supplies for me.
Don't forget to write a few lines
if you get a chance to come up
my way next week, and Janie,
tell Fred hello for me." As she
walked jauntly down the stairs
and out towards the yellow cab
she breathed a sigh of relief. An
other .semester had ended.

By WAYNE PERRY

The fall semester is rapidly
drawing to a close, and your
snarling tiger has decided to fin
ish off this term with the col
umn you are reading. (Do I
hear sighs of relief from scatter
ed sources?)
It's been great fun writing lit
tle stories and telling little inci
dents (?) about the fellows who
live at 112 W. Euclid, and the
other civilian fellows on campus.
Of course, none of it has been AT THE DEPOT
At the depot the people shuf
true except those items concern
ing my room-mate, Billy Glaves. fled up and down waiting for the
(He's working at Thor's tonight, train. She heard the train whist
so I can write anything I want le and turned her head to watch
about him).
the silver machine coming faster
Then, too, you've seen little ex and faster towards her. The
cerpts from the never-dull, daily wheels screeched to a stop and
life of that fountainhead of en one by one the people pushed her
ergy—Don Noble. He never fails towards the platform, and soon
to amaze me with his mental June found herself within the
feats. (He falls down the stairs train.
on the average of twice a day be
cause he always forgets that he HOME AGAIN
Outside the scenery passed
lives on the second floor).
I've also included notes on the swiftly, each mile was bringing
doings of big Jack Lyons, Don her closer to home. Home to all
the familiar things. It would be
Ambler, and Dick Johnsen.
good
to sleep and eat! That was
Always in evidence around Pa
cific, too, are Lyman Burk and all she would do for nine whole
Hector Pratt—the men with the days. When she tired of sleep
yells and the bounce for Pacific's ing she would eat and when she
games. (Burk is a philosopher grew tired of eating she would
sleep. Her nice comfortable bed
on the side, too).
And now we come to Ed Spiess, with springs and a thick mat
who walks meditatively around tress, and mom's fried chicken
the campus; Don Blake and War dinners—that was home. There
ren Hill, of the "muscles"; Julio would be no studying, no term
Harris, the photographer who papers, no exams. Life will be
"Made Sammy Run"; Bill Rob peaceful again.
erts, with the big grin and happy
greeting for everyone; and our COLLEGE WAS BEHIND
College was behind her and
own Hank Scrimsher of the up
swept hair-do.
soon she would see mom and
1
THAT'S ALL
dad, her home,.her tiny black dog,
It's been a good semester with and her own room with the flow
lots of activities and lots of crea ered bedspreads and white cur
tive effort. There is one thought
that we should keep in mind — tains. Yes, it will all be the same.
college life is incomplete without Her folks, her home, her dog, her
activities of all sorts, but the room. Nothing will have chang
principal reason for being in col ed. She will be the same too.
lege is to work and learn. It's
Well, almost. Just morel tired
well not to lose sight of that fact.
So now it's closing time, and than before. Her head nodded,
your Tiger snarls a friendly fare and she smiled—she was going
well—until later.
home.

FORMER PACIFICITES
By Norma Sprague

As you have probably already
surmised from every available
space in this Weekly, this is the
last edition of the semester, but
we hope to have all of you back
.... struggling through these
pages once more when the press
es start to roll at the beginning
of the new semetser. But to those
of you who may be leaving us,
this message is directed. Don't
hesitate to write a line or two
now and then to let us know
where you are and what you are
doing when you once become a
Former Pacificite!
Another thing that you have
probably guessed is that the
Lt. Irvine Sprague, 23, pictured
here is a relation, and you are
right. He is my big brother . . .
so please permit me to be right
fully proud of his new gold bars.
While here at Pacific he was the
Chairman of the Publications
committee, business manager of
the Weekly, and an active mem
ber of Rho Lambda Phi.
A
former Stockton Record City Hall
reporter, Lt. Sprague went into
the army in an Anti-Aircraft Un
it at Camp Haan in April 1943.

LT. MORSE

By BOB PEDIGO

"We're somewhere in New g
nea
Where the sun is like a curse
And each long day is followed
By another slightly worse.
We're somewhere in New Guine
Where the ants and lizards pl3v
And a hundred fresh mosquitos
Replace each one you slay.
So take me back to old New York
For that my soul I'd sell
Because this God forsaken jungle
Is a substitute for Hell."
Anonymous.

LT. SPRAGUE

After 5 months he entered the
Army Specialized Training Pro
gram at University of Indiana for
7 more months. From there he
went to Camp Campbell, Ken
tucky, to join the Armored Field
Artillery. He was commissioned
a 2nd Lt. in the Infantry on Jan.
26, at Fort Benning, Georgia. Last
Friday he reported to Fort Ord
for overseas duty after spending
a week with his family here in
Stockton.
Recently commissioned as Sec
ond Lieutenants in the Marine
Corps are Lt. Foelker, Lt. Fish
er, and Lt. Morse, who are pic
tured this week. They are gradu
ates of the Marine base at Camp
Lejeune, N. Carolina.

(The above poem was sent to
me by a friend that was based in
the Pacific area. The fellow
Casey by name, came from New
York and talked like one of the
original Dead End Kids and it is
safe to say that he did not write
the above poem so if any one
knows the author I will give
them one good five-cent cigar if
evidence supporting the claim is
submitted with the author's
name.)
The orders for Mid-Shipmen
Schools came and all of the pros
pective Mid-Shipmen know where
they will take their training. Cor
nell, Columbia, "Oil-school"—New
Jersey, Fort Skyler, Notre Dame
and Princeton are the schools
that were assigned.
They carefully carried the
wooden box out of the hospital
and loaded it into the hearse.
"Poor Jim," said the M.A.A.
"Poor Jim, nuts," said the C.
M. A. A. "I'm still convinced
that the guy is gold-bricking."

PROMOTION

IDEAL MAN

Marine Sergeant James L. Dunphy has been promoted to that
rank at Marine Fleet Air West
Coast, Naval Air Station, San
Diego, California. He obtained
an Associate of Arts degree here.
Did you happen to see Jerri
(Continued on page 3)

The girls at Sophomore Hall
constructed
their
composite
"PERFECT V-12 BOY" and he
looks like this:
Eyes, Bob Grant; teeth, yes;
profile, Stan Reames; personality,
Sam Hacket; hair, Don Swift;
(Continued on page 3)

Let's all refresh... Have a Coca-Cola

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
HOME COOKING
2043 Pacific Avenue
Featuring

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
at

College Prices

Plumbing With A Smile

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

...or being friendly along the way
The camaraderie of the open road is summed up in the words
Have a Coke. At stops, everyone steps up to the familiar red cooler
for the friendly refreshment of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Wherever
you go, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes,—a symbol
of friendly refreshment.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Dial 2-0229

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD.

m .w-MHnn. B.v., ...uu, uwuiy use oviicyc JVUI Lif uic ruuuw utuuvill our partners for a cnange.
Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act ctl March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
OCobcr
1917, cc'bcr'.zed October 24, 1924.
hope you don't get lost on the hunt!

/

Jllglllr

llUOOIvuis ns vuu

It's natural for popular names
to acquire friendly abbrevia
tions. That's why you heat
Coca-Cola called Coke.

Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Helene Haabesland Mc"
Ruth
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver.
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
Flute—Wynne Honnal
fHigfitiyir aboard a Liberator
cific
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ANCHORS AWEIGH

Lieutenants Now

Mary Yelland
C.O.P. Student,
Joins WAVES
Mary Alice Yelland, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Yelland of
Clarksburg, California, and a jun
ior at C.O.P., signed with the
Waves at the recruiting office in
Stockton on January 16.
After being sworn in, during
the latter part of this month, she
expects to be sent to Hunter Col
lege in New York, where she will
undergo her basic training.
If her preference is taken into
consideration, she will be placed
in the Hospital Corps.
Mary Alice will be the third
from her family to join the Navy,
having a sister who is a Lt. jg.
serving in the Waves, and a
brother, who is a Lt., now some
where in the South Pacific.

Former Pacificites
(Continued from Page 2)

ment and is engaged in the same
kind of work.
"The news and whereabouts of
old friends and classmates; the
goings on around the campus and
Stockton are most welcome."
These words were taken from a
letter sent home by A1 Epp, who
is "playing cops and robbers" In
the South Pacific. He can be
reached as Lieut. A. G. Epp; VB81; FPO. San Francisco, Cali
fornia. Two years ago he also
served as an instructor at the
Naval Air Base at Livermore.

Kerr walking around campus in
her Wave uniform at the begin
ning of this week? Jerri was a
student of C.O.P. while on our
campus and a member of Tau
Kappa Kappa. With her was
Karl Bartle Phm. 2/c, her fiance,
who was here last summer.
From Fresno, California comes
the news that Franklin H. Wilbur
was promoted to rank of Captain
by order of Colonel Joseph C.
News Analysis
Bluejackets
Moore, commanding officer of
Hammer Field, Fresno. Capt.
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from Page 2)
physique, Bob King; all around to the Big Three's way of think Wilbur left our campus on Nov.
7, 1942 to enlist in the Air Corps.
good fellow, "Ace" Oectreich;
ing, or else!
Another promotion came to
smile, Bob Thomson; salty, Dan
light this week. William I. Stone
Jackson; timid, Bill Able; for FRANCE
Another thing decided at Yal has been promoted to First Lieu
ward, Wain Thatcher; slow and
ta
was that France should finally tenant in the US AAF. After
easy, Hopkins.
Don't blame me for the above take her place as the fourth of graduating from C.O.P. in 1941
Lt. Stone was assigned to the
—it is straight from Sophomore the "Big" series. An invitation
was extended to deGaulle to join Air Transport Command in the
Hall.
the council which will control Pacific . . prior to being sel
Officer Candidate
RADIO TOKYO
Germany after the war. No doubt ected for
Sunday morning a short wave this commission will consign to School. He received his com
broadcast was heard from Tokyo, France the control of the much mission June 24, 1944, at Miami
Japan. The announcer sounded disputed left bank of the Rhine. Beach, Florida, and returned to
like a Republican campaign man However, the British will get the the Pacific Division of the ATC
for duty.
ager but not quite as vehement. industries of the Ruhr.
Among other things, it seems
"THE WOMEN"
that President Roosevelt does not SAN FRANCISCO
Under the heading of "The
Also, it was a great day for Women" this week comes this lit
use Ipana tooth paste and is not
running the war in the most effi Califomians at the Yalta confer tle item. Jeanne Marie Marble
ence, as San Francisco was chos stone, graduate student in 1942cient manner.
It is astounding to think that en as the place for the next talks 43, who was on campus last week,
Japan wouuld spend time and on post-war security, talks in is at present a cryptanalyst in
money broadcasting stuff that is volving most of the United Na the Department of War in Wash
of value only as comic material tions.
ington, D. C. She reports that
to us. It is also good to live in
The talks will follow the Dum Margaret Beatty, a graduate stu
a country where you can listen barton Oaks Conference, in that dent during the same .year, is al
to what you wish and judge its it will attempt to finish what was so employed by the War Departvalue for your self.
America has started here. It will probably be
made no mistake in placing confi at the foreign minister level, as
dence in her masses of common it was announced that Secretary
men.
of State Stettinius will represent
Flag waving, you say? Maybe the U. S. The meeting is schedul
—but there i sno htoDTPewnYOf ed to start April 25.
—but there is no other country
'ike the U.S.A.—as people find
operating in the South Pacific be
out when they leave her.
ANYTHING IN DRUGS
fore he entered V-12.
DEACON SWIFT
AND COSMETICS
Famous last words: A leave is
Don Swift wds born in Illinois
but has adopted California as his a short duration of recreation
2002 Pacific Avenue
home. The twenty-one year old preceded by a long period of anti
'girls choice" was surprised to cipation and followed by a suit
period of
have been selected by the cam- able
» nprinn
ui recuperation
.
—
———
Pus cuties as their pin up boy.
^°n is a star basketball player
hut during the interview he said
that tennis was his favorite

Rose
Pharmacy

sport.

TED'S

Swift wants to be a minister
ahd said, "I want to work in Hol
lywood where I can do the most
good." Concerning his ideal
Strl Don quoted the bible and
said "i want a girl that is in the
m'nds of all."
The Deacon, as he is affection5 434 E.WEBER
ately called, was a radio man and
gunner on a Navy dive bomber &••••••••••••••••••••••"

MEAT MARKET

DIAL 8-8628

Digressing a bit, let me add
that with the help of two former
Pacificites who are back on cam
pus, Don Edwards and Johnny
Camicia, the basketball team has
had and is having a very success
ful season.
PILOT
A pilot in the South Pacific is
the position now held by Elmer
Harvey. He has another brother
in that theatre, and a third broth
er is in the states with the Navy
and married to former Pacificite, Marilyn Van Sandt Harvey.

II

Four t o p - d r a w e r
freedoms for you!
First, there's Freedom
from Pop-Offs—thanks tp
Arrow's buttons being
anchored on.

Next, Freedom from
Bunching—for Arrow's
Mitoga figure-cut makes
each Arrow Shirt drape
to your shape.

Third, Freedom from CollarCurling—the famous for com
fort Arrow Collar stays crisp,
neat and fresh all day,
every day.

Finally, Freedom from
Shrinkage — Arrow's
Sanforized label means
shrinkage of less than i%

Take this good news to heart . . . and_ carry
home some swell Arrow Shirts today. $2.24 up.

BR"kJo &M?Kii§M!
for men — for boys

BIS -SIT

IA ST

MAIN STREET

fl

I
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Maryan Williams,
Bob Klinger Reveal
Engagement at S.E.

SOCIETY

Culminating a romance which
began here on campus is the en
gagement announcement of Miss
Maryan Williams to Robert A.
Klinger, seaman second class in
the navy.
Miss Williams revealed the
news Saturday when she enter
tained at a luncheon in the San
Francisco home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Williams.
Guests from Pacific were Misses
Helen Ward, Kathleen O'Donnell,
Pat Rodeigerdts, Paula Judge,
Jean Huxtable and Barbara Barkell.
.
The bride elect received her
high school education in San
Francisco and now is in her low
sophomore year here. She re
sides in Sophomore Hall.

BRIDE ELECT

Klinger is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. F. A. Klinger of Stockton.
He attended the local schools and
was a Pacific V-12 last semester.
He now is attending Physical In
structor's School,
Bainbridge,
Md. Wedding plans for the coup
le are indefinite.

'

Basketball Team
Feted Thursday
At Alpha Theta
Coach Chris Kjeldsen and the
members of the College of the
Pacific Basketball team were fet
ed last Thursday night at the an
nual Basketball Dinner given by
Alpha Theta Tau.
Tables were set with white lin
en table cloths, with center dec
orations of yellow daffodils and
purple candles. After dinner the
team was entertained by members
of Alpha Theta. Miss Marilyn
Dow read the "Waltz" by Dorothy
Parker. A trio—Charlotte Mersereau, Jeanette Morrison, and
Betty Hold—sang "Don't Fence
Me In." Betty and Jeanette pre
sented a duet, and Lesbia Malatesta gave a piano selection.
Members of the team who at
tended the dinner were Don Ed
wards, Stan Reams, Wayne Har
den, Bob King, Bill Lewis, Don
Swift, Stan McWilliams, Frank
Hopkins, Ted Peightal, and John
Camicia.
Alpha Thetas who attended
were, Barbara Goodwin, Dolores
Perry, Marilyn Padula, Mary
Jane Yardley, Lois Tumelty, Bet-

Attention,

i

All girls who want to
in the Club House next s
ter may sign up for hoC*
the Cub next Mondav f. at
to 6 p. m. Bring ^ '
grams and arrange to
during a few of y0Ur^
r<*
hours.

Engaged: Betty BanLt. William Gifford
Betty Barr, daughter of u
and Mrs. Frank Barr of Sam!'
Rosa, announced her engagem J
to Lt. William Gifford, at th
sorority meeting of Alpha Iota
Stockton last Tuesday evening
A Valentine theme was the dee
orative accessory, accompany^
the traditional five pound box ol
candy.
Betty, who graduated from
Stockton Junior College, now attends California University.

(I

ty Holt, Janet Mast, June Wilde
Peggy Van Vranken, Joan Hunt!
er, Jeanette Morrison, Marilyn
Dow, Barbara Merrell, Poon Tutton, and Mrs. Turner, house-moth
er.
The serving committee consist
ed of Peggy Fronfield, Helen
Graham, and Sally Fenton.

Newman Club Holds
Second Communion
Breakfast Sunday

Traditional Chocolates Passed
By Francis Brunton at Alpha Theta

The Newman Club will hold its
second Communion Breakfast of
the semester Sunday, February
18. Members will attend the
nine-thirty o'clock Mass in a body
at the Church of the Annuncia
tion. They are asked to sit in
the right hand wing.

Miss Frances Brunton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood B.
Following the Mass breakfast
Brunton of San Francisco passed the traditional box of candy at
will be served in Saint Mary's
Alpha Theta Tau Wednesday, Feb. 7th, announcing her engagement
High School (next door to the
to Dr. Ward L. Hart, M.D. It was announced again on Feb. 19th at
church) by mothers of the mem
a tea at the Palace Hotel for friends in San Francisco. She receiv bers.
ed the added thrill of being "Bride of the Week" on the KYA Person
alities Program.
Norma Sprague is general
A radio engineer major and*
chairman of the affair.
high sophomore at Stockton J. C. Mrs. Glen H. Hill of Stockton.
Election of officers will take
Frances is a graduate of Sarah
Receiving
an
honorable
discharge
place
at the last meeting of the
Dix Hamlin's School for Girls.
She is now a member of Alpha from the Army Air Corps, Mr. semester next Tuesday, February
20. All members are asked to
Hill is now attending C.O.P.
Theta Tau.
be present.
Her fiance is a graduate of
Stanford University and St. Louis
University Medical School.
At
the present time is a 1st Lieuten
ant on inactive duty in the United
States Army. He is the son of
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Hart of
San Francisco.
The couple plan to be married
on June 30th when the benedictelect finishes his interneship at
the St. Mary's Hospital.
The
wedding will take place in San
It's pretty difficult to have a sporting
Francisco and the planned atten
good
time if you haven't the right
dants are: Maid of Honor, Sorclothes. But you don't have to worry
raine Roberts; Brides' Maids, Sal
about that, for we've rounded up the
ly Fenton, Beth Outsen, Jean
Lasher, Emily Roberts.
best looking selection of sport togs

You'll See These fir THE WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

SPRING

SPORTSWEAR!

Coleen Joens, Jack
Hill Reveal Troth
At a dinner party held at the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Joens of Lodi, Miss
Coleen Joens announced her en
gagement to Mr. Jack Hill, Jan
uary 28.
Miss Joens is a graduate of
Lodi Union High School and up
until her engagement has been
attending C.O.P. She is a mem
ber of the Wood-Lo Assembly, Or
der of Rainbow for Girls.
Mr. Hill is the son of Mr. and

you've seen._ Sweaters, skirts, jackets,
blouses and a host of other wearables
to make you the "sportingest gal" in
town.

BLAZER-TYPE JACKETS

$.90
Beautiful jackets smartly piped}
Spring colors in sizes 12 to 20.*
©Ills* Blazer-Type Jacket*

4.90

WOMEN'S WOOL SKIRTS
'r***-

3.98

Gaily pleated in. spring'colors;
Knee-Length Skirt*
Clrts* Pleated Skirt*

Second Floor

WOMEN'S

? eg
rep

BLOUSES

2-98

Drawstring necklines and cuffs,
or tailored styles! White, colors.
Main and Hunter.

Phone 8-8616

- uwiwtiwu VfW; * i tuvt J uuiui^ UiC wwwcy CT JOU1 kJ J
U1G i UL11K. UlUUOlii
our partners for a change.
Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance for mailing at special rate ol postage provided lor m Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
October 3, 1917, cg'hcrlzed October 24, 1924.
j hope you don't get lost on the hunto

Moasts Bar ClrU

1 fa

mm

cific Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Helene Haabes'and ^
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ru
Candless
time as a waist gunner and flight
I Flute—Wynne Honnal
t»,gjnfer aboard a Liberator

X
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SCA Will Serve
Famous Knoles'
Pancakes, Sun.
Dr. Tully Knoles will come and
make his famous "Knoles' Pan
cakes at the SCA Sunday morn
ing from 8:30 to 10:30.
The
breakfast, which is a sequel to
the successful waffle breakfast
of a month ago, is being sponsor
ed by the SCA under the chair
manship of Dorothy Trachiotis.
Barbara Shoemaker will be in
charge of the kitchen and Betty
Jean Merritt will supervise the
serving.
The menu will consist of pan
cakes, grapefruit, and coffee.
The price is thirty cents and all
students are cordially invited.

,[iss Barbara Orr, former Paci- Women's Hall Elects
jieite and member of Tau Kappa New House Officers
Kappa sorority, who recently an
Ending it's fall semester activi
nounced her engagement to Mr.
ties, Women's Hall held an elec
Bichard Elsken, U. S. N.
tion of officers last Wednesday
night, February 14.

Co-Eds Turn Models
On February 23rd
As a result of the merchandis

Virginia Malsbary, house presi
dent, presided at her final meet
ing. After election, refreshments
were served.

Candidates for office were: for
president, Connie Cochran, Caro
lyn Larson, and Mariluise Routzahn, for secretary, Jane Baty,
staging a fashion show for the
Philamathean
Club and their Jean Pierce, and Pat Wise, for
treasurer, Marian Burness, Doris
guests on Friday, February 23.
Marsh, and Marilyn Otterson.
Koret and Company is furnish
ing the clothes and is sending
their advertising manager to
Stockton to stage the show and
coach the girls.
ing class' recent trip to San Fran
cisco and their tour of the Koret
Clothing Company the girls are

The girls are a little worried as
this has to be a professional job.
If you see any of them with
books on their heads or trying to
glide down the stairs, pick them
up, wish them luck and encourage
them to try again.

Nu Alpha Kappa
Elects New Officers
Old and new members of Nu
Alpha Kappa, sophomore wom
en's honorary sorority held a
meeting last Wednesday night at
the home of Miss Patti Pierce.
The meeting was in the form of a
dessert party, and its purpose was
to elect the new officers of the
organization.
The new officers of the soror
ity are: Marilyn Dow, President;
Dorothy Ann Peterson, Vice-Presi
dent; and Carolyn Bennetson,
secretary-treasurer.
The new memberes include:
Joyce Atwood, Carolyn Bennet
son, Olga Billones, Helen Boren,
Norma Browe, Shirley Chapper,
Marilyn Dow, Shirley Dugas,
Dorothy Gelatt, Ruth Grodeon,
Norene Jones, Jeanette Morrison,
Helen Ng, Donna Perrott, Doro
thy Ann Peterson, Mary Pond,
Judith Queen, Monty Rensberger, Clara Ruise, and Iris Scribner.

Blood Donors
Appointments to donate
blood on March 3 with the Red
Cross Blood Mobile Unit here
in Stockton, may now be made.
Please contact Ann Kotoff,
Tel. 2-9584, sometime during
the week if you wish to make
a donation on this date.

340 east main

Telephone 6-6324

ottsi's
1910 Pacific Ave.

PLAY SUITS

PASTRY & DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods

Open Evenings and Sundays

Rogers Jewelry Co.

Jerseys by Sacony
Marvelous Ciella rayon jersey in brilliant
colors and gay spring prints in playsuits bv
Sacony, famous maker of meticulously tail
ored sportswear. Shirt-and-short have Sacony-knit waistband; skirt is a separate button-front wrap-around smart, cool and love-

Quality Jewelers

12.95
Phone 5-5510
Main and Sutter Sts.

ICE
SKATING
Every
Evening — 8:00-10:30
Saturday and Sunday
Morning and Afternoon
Admission for Students
0l*nd Service Men. 50c
Skates for Rent and Sale

Stockton
ICE RINK

y^VVest Weber at Lincoln

also new Spring

• shorts
• slacks
• bathing suits
• slacks suits

"Othello" Here
February 18th
On Sunday evening, February 18th at the High School auditorium,
the residents of Stockton and the vicinity will have the great op
portunity of seeing the theatre Guild's famous production of William
Shakespeare's "Othello," directed by Margaret Webster starring Paul
Robeson, with Jose Ferrer as the vile villian, Iago and Ura Hagen in
the role of the fair and beautiful Desdemona.
Among the supporting cast
are: Edith King as Emilia, Ralph
Tri Beta Will Hold
Clanton as Cassio, Don Keefer as
Meeting Tonight
Roderigo, Francis Compton as
Brabantino, Robert E. Perry as
Tonight, the Omicron Chapter
Lodovica and Louis Lytton as the
of Beta Beta Beta will hold its
Duke. Paul Robeson is the first
final meeting of this semester,
negro actor evef to play Othello.
at which time officers for the
He played it with great success
coming semester will be chosen.
to London audiences a few years
The elections will be held at an
ago. The sum total of this array
informal gathering to be held in
of talent, under Margaret Web
the SCA at 4:30 p. m.
ster's canny direction, has made
Following this, the entire group the current production of "Othel
will migrate down town for the lo" the longest run production of
post-election dinner, the place of any Shakespearean play in the
which not yet having been decid history of the American theatre
ed.
and bids fair to become the high
light of the Stockton theatrical
REVIEW PAST SEMESTER
This semester, much has been season.
DeMarcus Brown states, "I con
accomplished as the Tri Bete
meeting, and the members envls- sider "Othello" the finest thing
ion a great series of doing for the , theratricaucy that has come to
Spring. At next semester's first, the coast in a good many seasons,
meeting, the members found , I consider the opportunity of seequalified for advancement from ing a Shakespeare production
provisional to full status and like 'Othello" as valuable as any
newcomers will be welcomed at one unit course in English Litera
the formal initiation ceremonies. ture."
Dr. Alden Noble is jhe faculty j Tickets and reservations are on
adviser.
sale now at Fuhrman's.
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STATISTICS

Cagers Set Up
Great Record

Seasons Pts Av. Pts
to Date Per Game
17.9
.341
McWilliams
341
As we all know, Pacific has h
11.5 a very successful casaba
.209
0-11
5.6 this year, but do we know^ho*
.107
Lewis ...
good our team has been''
6.8 basketeers have racked
Our
.102
Reames
UP fit
3.7 teen victories as compared win,
• 52
1
2.1 six defeats and four of ^u"
. 41
By TOM SPRAGUE
losses occurred in our first
six
1.9 games.
...23
| Drinking milk and Pepsi-Cola— Camicia
Behind one of the smoothest working offenses seen this season I How does it feel when your
Our
cagers
started
the
1.7
. 16
the College of Paciiic Tigers walloped the Stockton Field Flyers 50- school has a championship bas King
off on the wrong foot by
1.7 to the Presidio five, 37-35.
. 14
40 last Saturday night and thereby won the City of Stockton basket ketball team? Do you feel any
1.6 fic recently got revenge for that
ball championship.
. 10
' differently than you did last week
It was a first half flurry of baskets that won the game for the at this time?
0.5 defeat by whipping the Presidio
.. 1
Tigers. With Stan Reames, Don Edwards, and Stan McWilliams I I guess not, but the fact of the Grant
team 60-29. After the first game
1.0 the Tigers had a rocky sort of
.. 2
hitting the hoop from every corner of the court, Pacific ran up a 28- i matter still remains that the Col
11 lead, and from then on in the local quintet coasted home.
2.3 time. We smothered the Verna"
lege of Pacific basketball team,
8
The featured attraction of the coached by Chris Kjeldsen, be Nelson
lis NAS, Harmon General Hospi'
0.5 tal, and Moffett Field, while we
.. 1
evening, the duel between Stan came the champions of the City Krukow .
McWilliams and LL Chet Mc- ' of Stockton by defeating the
3.0 dropped decisions to the Live',
3
Falconer.
Nabb of the flyer five, failed to Stockton Field Fliers, 50-40, in a
more Naval Base, Saint Marys
come off when Stan completely Saturday night game at the Paci
49.4 Pre-Flight, and the Alameda
..940
Team Total
940
outplayed his opponent, scoring fic Pavilion last week. It was a
Coast Guard.
Without the services of high- fourteen points to the Flyer's six. good game, just as championship
After this early season up-andscoring Stan McWilliams, the Pa This was "Mac's" last game for games "should be. In fact, the been put into effect before the down business, the Tigers won
cific Tigers tangle with the cag- Pacific, and he left the court hav Fliers matched the Tigers point start of the season, Pacific might seven games in a row, routing
ers from Fresno State tonight ing piled up a record of 366 points ifor point during the second half, have won a greater percentage of
Livermore in a return engage,
and tomorrow night at the local for the season's play. That is ;but the Tigers had run up a 10 their games, as Pacific had their ment and doing the same thing to
pavilion. Even without "Mac" 116 points better than the prev point lead during the first min share of long shot artists. Stan Moffett Field. This string o!
the local casaba kids are heavy ious record—not bad for a fresh
McWilliams, of course, could sink triumphs also included double
utes bf the game.
favorites to trample on Pacific's man!
Now that our Tigers are plenty from outside the 21 foot victories over Mare Island and
traditional rivals.
Another high-scoring Tiger is 'champs of the city, maybe we mark, and while Don Edwards San Jose.
Leading the attack for the little-heard-of Don Edwards. Don | could arrange a few games with and Stan Reames made most of
The series of wins was halted
Kjeldsen-coached quintet will be has been overshadowed all season
teams in other parts of the coun their points from in closer, Way by Saint Marys Pre-Flight, whose
Don "Pappy" Edwards. Don is by McWilliams, but with two
ty and become the official cham- ne Hardin and Bill Lewis are quintet handed C.O.P. a shellack
just three points short of last games to go Don has scored 247
j pions of the San Joaquin County. adept at sinking long shots. Don ing for the second time during
year's scoring record, and he will points, three points below the old
'We have a good ball team, and Swift would rather play a defen the season, 47-33. Since that
be out to go way over the top. scoring record broken this year
! we might as well make hay sive game, but if called upon, he time, however, Pacific has lost
At the other forward position will by McWilliams.
; while the sun shines. Of course, too could make the necessary field but one game, the California bat
be "Wild Man" Bill Lewis, who
Pacific's
scoring
Saturday I Pacific will no longer have Stan goals.
tle.
has varied his sharpshooting night was made entirely by five
But there is no sense in crying
McWilliams to toss the points
Recently the Tiger five has
technique from forward to guard men. McWilliams tanked four
i through the basket for us, at least over spilt basketballs, as the sea
all season.
teen for high point man, while until after the war, but Pacific's son is very close to over, and hung up a record of four conse
At the pivot post will be de Edwards finished second with 12 I first five is still capable of giving the rules haven't been changed, cutive triumphs including wins
pendable Stan Reames, one of the markers. Reames tossed in elev trouble to many teams. The and they probably won't be for over Hamilton Field, 54-39, Pairfield Airfield, 53-52, (Paciiic
best ball-hawks and basket-mak en points and Bill Lewis hit the I Tigers meet Fresno State in the some time to come.
trimmed these flyers earlier, 40ers in these parts. As usual the hoop for seven points, one ahead final games of the 1945 season
36), and the Stockton Field Fly
of
Wayne
Hardin's
six.
"Chuck"
CITY
BASEBALL
guard posts will be capably fill
'tonight and tomorrow night in
Re-organization of the Califor ers last Saturday, 50-40.
ed by red-headed Wayne Hardin, Putnam was high point man for the Pacific gym, and thS fans will
who held high-scoring Chet Mc- the Flyers with eleven tallies.
be able to see how the team will nia State League will give base
ball fans a chance to see some
Nabb to six points last week, and
function without Mac.
big league competition in action. ball with these big shots. The
Don "Deac" Swift, who held him The Standard Oil Company of
Our loss is the army's gain, Frankie Crosetti of the Yankees games will be held only on the
self scoreless last Saturday.
California has recently presented or something.
and Bill Werle and Bob Joyce of week-ends, and maybe some of
College of Pacific and Stockton
the Seals as well as Mike McCor- our students could gain a berth
The curious custom of ship bur Junior college with films entitled NEW BASKET RULES
on the team.
ial has preserved much historical "What Would You Say" for use j If the proposed ruling of 3 mick from the Reds will be here.
Who knows? The shadow
information about Norway's an in the business administration points for every basket made But it might also give some of
! from more than 21 feet out had the local boys a chance to play knows.
department.
cient Vikings.

Tigers Triumph;
Are City Champs
Bengals Ready
To Whip Fresno

A TYPICAL DAY IN OUR GYM—OR—OH DOCTOR!

- VMAWUVW vvv<; *
uuiUI^ MiC WilO^C J VV41 AJ J
U«C 1 UWliU U1UU0111 our partners for a cnange.
Aisociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for rn Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
Ofobcr •?, 1917, cc'kcrlzed October 24, 1924.
hope you don't get lost on the him'-!
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cific Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Helene Haabeslah ^
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver,
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
Flute—Wynne Honnald
e^o-iwieer aboard a- Liberator
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Military Psychoneuroses Is Topic
p0r Lecture Given by Col. Zeifert
BY

IBIS SCBIBNEB

Military Psychoneuroses" was
of a lecture given by Lt.
top"3
Mark Zeifert for the V-12
and the students of the var?en
psychololgy
classes
on
jous
^ursday February 8th, 1945.
Zeifert is the chief of the
Cot
L"" .p ychiatric branch at Hamr0 S
:;. d General Hospital at Modes
n
to-

PRODUCTION

his introduction, Col. Zeifert
. ted out that there are a num• 0f stresses and tension-pro
ving situations that exist in
Military life that do not exist in
ivUian life- These situations
be met by men entering the
service.
How they adjust to
them is largely the deciding fac
tor in their future career.
"There are five fundamental
psychological periods in a life of
a soldier," Col.
Zeifert stated,
»and In each one of these periods
there are many, hazards that each
man must meet and adjust to in
order to become at all successful
in his military career."
In

FIRST PERIOD
The first of the psychological
periods is that of basic training.
During this period the soldier or
sailor has to become used to be
ing away from home, sleeping in
barracks, and all the other dis
comforts of a regimented life.
He also must learn to subordinate
his wants to those of the group.
According to Col. Zeifert this is
one of the most trying parts of
the individual's military career.
The second period is the indoc
trination or training school per
iod. In addition to all the prob
lems of the first period there are
many more during this one. The
individual must meet increased
responsibility, sex conflicts and
deprivations, the monotony of
life, especially if the camp is lo
cated in a desolate region; and,
above all, he must learn to kill.

This, according to Col. Zeifert,
presents a very great problem
toe to the fact that during most
°f his past life, the individual has
been taught that it is wrong to
bill. Now, he is thrown into a
new environment in which he is
told that it is glorious and coura
geous to kill, that he is doing it
'or his country. Many men never do completely adjust to this

Watches Repaired \
One Week Service

T H O M A S
JEWELRY STORE
524 E. Main Street

CAMERA SHY!

situation, and this is one of the
main causes of military psych
oneuroses.

PRE-ENGAGEMENT PERIOD
The pre-engagement period is
the third psychological period.
In it the serviceman has to cope
with the fact that he does not
have sufficient training, the feel
ing that he will not be able to do
his job well enough, wild rumors,
poor sanitation facilities, and the
possibility of being killed or
maimed for life. This is a period
of mental uncertainty for the in
dividual as it is a period of wait
ing for combat, waiting to be
transferred, waiting for what is
to happen next.
The pre-engagement period is a
period of waiting to enter the
fourth period or the combat per
iod. This is the most trying per
iod of all in the life of a soldier
or sailor, for it is during this
time that his whole future is at
stake. The serviceman must be
come reconciled to all the horrible
noises of war such as bombs, ex
ploding shells, etc. There is the
very real fear of being afraid, of
being ashamed of being afraid.
There are the periods of physical
exhaustion, of being cold, hungry,
and wet, and becoming susceptiable to all sorts of diseases.

Winners of FreshmanSophomore Election
Posted on Bulletin
Freshman and Sophomore of
ficer elections were repeated yes
terday, since it was impossible to
obtain majority votes for the var
ious candidates last week with
so many candidates running.
Only one candidate, Charlotte
Mercereau, received a majority
vote. She will be vice-president
of the sophomore class next
semester.

The other offices were run off
between the two highest candi
dates for each office. For the
presidency of the freshman class,
Lyman Burk competed against J.
Hampton Ford. For vice-presi
dent, Julio Harris and Dorothy
Morely were the highest candi
dates.
For secretary,
Stella
Pacific Registrar
Spanos and Patty Lou Peters, and
for treasurer, Byron Meyers and
Posts Tentative
Warren Hill. For the presidency
Graduation List
of the Sophomore class, Barbara
Roth
and Helen Graham ran
College of the Pacific tentative
list of graduates for March 1945 against each other.
include the following: Margaret
As has been mentioned, the
lone Angwin, Maxine Mae Barks, vice-presidency was determined
Barbara Rose Burns, Robert Ed
in the first election. Dorothy
ward Dabritz, Ruth Bernice EnsGelatt
and Arlene Jensen were op
ley, Margaret Fitzgerald, Verle
ponents
for the office of secreWinifred Goble, Lucille Kowatch
Hancock, Jean McCloud, Robert
James Menzies, Marie
Anne
Peletz, Anita Perry Reed, LaVerne Mary Schon, Marian Kath
leen Smith, Marian L. Swanson,
Morris I. Vilkin, Betty Jean Walk
er, and Martha Zeff.

FALSE CAMERA
SNAPS PHOTOG,
SURPRISES CLASS

Fox California

tary. Joyce Atwood ran against
Marilyn Dow for the office of
treasurer. Returns are posted
on bulletin boards.
The Crimean War in 1854-56
was the first war covered by
newspaper reporters.

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

PHONE 7-7095
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

also
"THOROUGHBREDS"

£7hot%FOUNTAIN SERVICE
3216 Pacific Ave.

For Your Man in the Service
a Logan Portrait Keeps You
Close to Him.

Jeweler

Logan
Camera Shop

PACIFIC AVENUE

20 N. San Joaquin Stret
Phone 2-2148
Since 18% serving those who
want the best in portraiture,
frames, photo equipment.

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

[• T R I A N O N :
Ballroom
jj DANCING [
WED.
SAT. — SUN.
• Dance in COOL Comfort •

BOB'S STUDIO
PORTRAITS — COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Caps and Gowns
Phone 2-9240
608 E. Main Street

Sibley E. Bush

Fresno
1024—O St
Phone 21540

Modesto
1011—10th St
Phone 4592

Phone 8-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

YOLLAHD KE & FUEL CO.

REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

"THE VERY THOUGHT
OF YOU"

Let's Meet at

The Quality

•

(Continued from page I)

only house of very much enter
tained people.—Syracuse, N. Y.,
"For purpose of demonstration, Post Standard.
I'll use this paper wrapped around j They provided musical enter
a spool as a film and this burned ' tainment of the highest order.
out globe as a flash. Of course, ' From first to last thejr perform
you'll understand that there is no \ ance was a triumph, and set in
battery in the flash nor film in its own enchanting way a new
the camera, so you needn't wor kind of standard for the concert
ry when I pretend to snap your platform. — Rochester, N. Y.
picture." Thus spoke Lee Don. Times-Union. All that music was
lin when giving an object speech ever meant to be was in their
on photography before Professor offerings, sparkling with imag
Betz's 8:55 speech class a couple ination. They are among the
weeks ago.
world's greatest music-makers.—
You can imagine the surprise Toronto, Can. Eve. Telegram.
of the class when the button was The San Francisco News ex
pushed and a flash appeared that claims, "They are incredible ar
nearly blinded everyone present. tists."
The speaker's apology was that
TICKETS
he didn't know there was a live
Tickets are now on sale at
battery in the flash.
Fuhrman's for $3.02, $2.52, $1.82,
The results of that supposedly
and $1.22.
empty camera and powerless
flash came out last Monday when
the unposed snap was passed
The first utilization of iron oc
around in the classroom.
curred about 2,500 years after
Anyway Donlin admits that copper.
now he knows how interested or
uninterested his listeners were in
his speech by the various poses
and attitudes caught by the cam
era.

KING'S

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

Draper and Adler

COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
j

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton
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EXIT CLEO ...
For the many, interpret liberally, who read Cleo, we
have the announcement to the effect that Cleo will not appear
in the Weekly any more.
MANY ADVENTURES
We hope that you enjoyed her few and far between
adventures, even the one connected with old signs campaign
and the others tied up with the editorials.
For the reason of her eradication attribute it to rigor
mortis, the calling up of nurses, pneumonia, or even to join
ing the Wacs. Your guess is as good as anyone's.

Begin Next Month

TAPS—UNTIL SPRING
As winter ends, so does this series of the Pacific Weekly
It has been a stormy semester, but all in all, a successful one,
as the various departments of the paper performed with the
utmost of accuracy.
EXTEND THANKS
We on the staff wish to thank the faculty and students
of both colleges for the reception of the paper and their
friendly and helpful suggestions. Too, we are glad that
many of the students used the Letters to the Editor columns
for sounding out their opinions concerning various princi
ples and facts. That truly is the purpose of such a column.
Although, next semester's paper will have a new leader
at the helm, the remaining members of the staff feel sure
that this semester's high standard will be maintained. . .
' ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

GOOD BYE...
Well, students another semester has rolled around to a
close. Next month the WEEKLY will start off on a clean
slate—new editor, new staff.
However, before I say good bye as being ye old editor,
I would like to say that it has been a mixture of fun and
hard work trying to put out a paper to please all of you
these past two semesters.
THANK YOU
I would like to say a few thank you's now. First of
all to the printers at Muldowney's—the fellows who so
patiently decipher our copy, the make-up men who so care
fully fondle the type and set up the pages, and also to George
the pressman. Oh, yes, We all chime in saying thanks to
Bob, for using his precious gas to deliver our Weeklies to us
every Friday.
Then I would like to thank my hard working staff.
Keep up your good work fellows, and keep the Weekly going.
Thank you all my readers, and here's hoping that the
Former Pacificites who may chance to read this will be back
with us soon.
Well, that's thirty for now.
NANCY KAISER, Editor.
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Through the Red Cross the American people serve the men of
their Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. This 1945 War
Fund poster reproduction symbolizes Red Cross service with the
Army.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

From Coach Wood

Over and Over Again
But Registration Is
Practically Over
Chapel Service Will
As the 12:30 bell sounded, I Observe Annual Day
raced down the stairs to register
and get my registration book— Of World Prayer

only to find the registration of
"I would like to thank everyone fice door locked.
On my third attempt to go
for the swell cooperation that I
have received during my all too through this procedure I was suc
brief career here at Pacific as a cessful.
Professor. Best wishes to all the
After making an appointment
fellows and gals.
to see my counselor I trudged ov
Rube Wood
er to Thor's to drown my registra
(Editor's Note: We are sorry to tion blues in a coke.
see you leave, Rube. We all wish
I don't know which was worse
you the best of luck.)
—sitting there trying to think of
my next semester courses or sit
ting there listening to "Rum and
Complaints
Coca-Cola" play over and over.
My thoughts would jump from
Dear Students:
As Editor, I suggest that stu chemistry to "Rum and Cocadents, who have complaints to Cola" and back to Chemistry.
make regarding school govern
After working over by trial pro
ment and traditions attend the gram I finally got something that
meeting at the S.C.A. next Tues looked like a good course and
day at 4:30. Another procedure, •swell hours-—no 8 o'clocks.
which may be used to solve these
problems is to present them at COUNSELOR
Feeling pretty proud of having
the PSA Ex-Committee meeting
held every Wednesday night at 7. done all this by myself I strolled
into my counselor's office the
Sincerely,
Nancy Kaiser. next day.
Ten minutes later a very disil
Final Discussion On lusioned girl emerged from room
210—me! I thought sure I had
passed all those English tests,
College Problems
thus letting me drop 51a. Silly
In S.C.A. Tuesday
girl! After dropping this and
adding that I was .on my way
The third and last of a series of back to room 201.
discussion meetings on college so
She put her O.K. on it and I
cial problems will be held next
rushed
over to the gym to sign
Tuesday at 4:30 in the SCA un
up
for
my sports and activity
der the sponsorship of the SCA
classes.
After looking over the
Executive Committee.
This final meeting will be con sign-up sheets I informed my in
cerned with the formulation of structor I had not been able to
specific recommendations for find a sheet for the 10:45 sports
class. She looked up and very
changes in the following:
calmly said, "Oh, that class has
1. Hours
been closed." So very calmly I
2. Rules for being in bed
turned, took a few steps to a
3. The body that makes and chair, and sat down to concen
trate on controlling my temper.
executes rules
4. Keeping our policies up to OVER AGAIN '
date.
My counselor wasn't at all sur
Dr. Betz will be the moderator j prised to see me again. We just

uic ruuiH, UlUUVlil our partners for a change.

' Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance lor mailing at special rate ol postage provided lor m Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
OCobcr
1917. cp'hcrized October 24, 1924
hope you don't get lost on the htm*!

"Now, More Than Ever t,
Your Red Cross at His L*veeP
Side"^
with this slogan that the Am
can Red Cross has adopted T
this year, the San Joaquin co
ty campaign will open on Malt
1. The wheels of the 1945 ntl
Cross War Fund Campaign u
gan to turn, as far as the s
Joaquin Chapter is concerns
when George Ditz, Chairman 0f
the Executive Committee, an
nounced last week the quota ,
this county as $225,000. The n°
3
tional goal is $200,000,000.
It has been pointed out that
the punch into Tokyo and Berlin
will be the hardest for our serv.
icemen, and the Red Cross more
than ever will need to g;ve
speedy,
concentrated service
This speed has to start further
down the line—with the contri
butions. Contributions should
be made with speed, and marked
with generosity.
So students, when the first of
March rolls around, dig down
happily and vigorously into the
old sock, and don't say we didn't
remind you before hand.
Mary Flaa, Barbara Roth, and
Mary Sclink are going to handle
the campaign at Pacific. If you
are bitten by a desire to offer
services, you might contact them.

The Annual Day of Prayer for
Students sponsored by the World's
Student Christian Federation will
be observed at services this Sun
day in Morris Chapel.
Each year on the first Sunday
in Lent, this world-wide day of
prayer is observed by colleges
and universities in the forty
countries which belong to this
federation' of national student
Christian movements.
Most of the services this year
will be held in the U. S., Great
Britain, and Canada, but numer
ous groups of students driven un
derground by Axis oppression
will join with their free allies in
praying that lives broken by war
may not pass through dark and
terrible days in vain but may t>e
shown a way to trust and hope
for the future.
This will be the last Sunday
chapel service of the semester
and it will be unique because 0
the international character of t J
service. Hollis Hayward will
the speaker and he will be as
sisted by Ruth Ellen O'Neil-

sat down and started all °ve
again.
Now I have 8 o'clock c^aSS
every day. Well, it was a
thinking of sleeping 'till 8 a'
anyway.
I stood in line 'till 12 o c'ocl< j
I had a class at 11:40—1° ha
in my book at the registra'
office.
^
Of course something else *
bound to happen. My 11•'4" P
informed me that my last tar®a
(today) was being sent in as
cut. Happy day!
^
" But at last my hectic ^a^Scan
registering are over. Now
sit down and just sing the r®
tration blues—not go throug
motions!

nig11v

ciflc Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Heiene Haabesland ^
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ru'
Candless
time as a waist gunner and flight

o-.rrin.-i.r aboard a Liberator

! Flute—Wynne Honnalc\
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